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Also from Chipchase: Nine technological trends shaping the future of social interaction 8 video.google.com
(search terms: jan chipchase nine trends)

Editor’s Note: In this new department, we point you to resources
outside of the IJFM that we hope you’ll find helpful: other journals, print resources, DVDs, web sites, blogs, YouTube videos, etc.
We welcome suggestions, but cannot promise that we will publish
each one we receive. Standard disclaimers on content apply.

Don’t Miss These

Edinburgh 1910 Centennial Meetings
Edinburgh 2010 websites (see MissionFrontiers.org)
8 tokyo2010.org (see press release on page 144)
8 www.edinburgh2010.org/en/study-themes.html
8 www.lausanne.org/cape-town-2010
8 www.2010boston.org

Some favorites from IJFM author Leith Gray

Ministry Lessons from a Muslim
Awesome story! How a Muslim and Christian work
together to teach church leaders how to cooperate with and befriend people of other faiths without
abandoning their own convictions. The Muslim’s unexpected message to Christian leaders: fully embrace
your Christian identity.
8 www.christianitytoday.com/le/2009/spring/ministrylessonsfromamuslim.html?start=1
Rise of Web Video, Beyond 2-Minute Clips
Web video users are watching longer content. What
does this mean for content we produce?
8 www.nytimes.com/2009/07/06/business/
media/06video.html

Blog on Innovation in Mission
This blog started from the publishing of a book called
Innovation in Mission. The idea is to have a conversation on innovation and how to manage it. The site
looks like a good source to look into new developments. 8 innovationinmission.blogspot.com

Mobile Phones and Innovation
Thanks to Keith F for the following items. Nokia
researcher Jan Chipchase’s investigation into the ways
we interact with technology has led him from the villages of Uganda to the insides of our pockets. He has
crucial insights about how people adopt technology.
How will our communications strategies be influenced
by what he describes? 8 www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/
jan_chipchase_on_our_mobile_phones.html

Ralph D. Winter memorial
and other USCWM video resources
8 www.vimeo.com/5791707
Ed Stetzer blog
There is a lot to explore here.
8 blogs.lifeway.com/blog/edstetzer
Social Entrepreneurship
The University Network for Social Entrepreneurship
works with professors and researchers, practitioners,
and students to develop social entrepreneurship as a
vocation and carry its principles into other disciplines
and sectors. It is designed to be a resource hub and
an action-oriented discussion forum to expand social
entrepreneurship education and participation around
the world. 8 www.universitynetwork.org
Development Studies
The Institute of Development Studies is a leading
global organisation for research, teaching and communications on international development. In all of
our work, IDS aims to challenge convention and to
generate fresh ideas that foster new approaches to development policy and practice. Such problem-focused
thinking requires a commitment to multidisciplinarity, not just within social sciences, but across research,
teaching and communications.
8 www.ids.ac.uk
Faith and Globalization
The impact of religious faith is profound in a world
where political, economic, and social spheres are
increasingly interconnected. Intentional and sustained
reflection on the crucial issues of faith and globalization can lead to the kind of reconciliation and peaceful
coexistence that life in the 21st century demands.
As a way of considering these essential questions, Yale,
in collaboration with the Tony Blair Faith Foundation,
has launched the Faith and Globalization Initiative.
This three-year effort will explore a variety of topics and issues in the classroom, in formal lectures and
informal conversation, and through research, speeches,
conferences, and the internet.
8 faithandglobalization.yale.edu
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